Recently, a system combining subtractive and kinetic enrichment of DNA fragments present in one complex genome but not in its normal or deviant counterpart has been developed (1,2,3)-The authors designate this strategy 'difference cloning' and describe their protocols in detail (1,3).
The process of hybridization in solution and nuclease SI treatment was reiterated three times. Figure 1 shows the results of the PCR amplification of DNA resulted from first, second and third round subtraction. At the third round of the reaction some discriminated fragments were visible. These enriched fragments were about the sizes of Nspl digested X DNA. Southern blot hybridization not only proved that these fragments were originated from X DNA but showed that the enriched PCR products retained the most of the X DNA fragments (Fig. 2) .
The major advantages and modifications of this SI digestion method are: (i) making use of SI digestion to remove all of the adaptors in DNA duplexes formed between tester and driver, and to destroy the mismatched sequences but to retain the exactly reannealed target sequences flanked with intact adaptors as primer Figure 1 . Electrophoresis of the PCR products from nuclease SI digestion and PCR amplification in 1.2% agarose containing ethidium bromide (0.2S /ig//tl). The PCR was undertaken with 50 /il mixture constituting 20 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.3, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 1.5 mM each of four deoxynucleotides and 1 /il Nspl primer (i.e. Nspl adaptor). The reaction was cycled through the following temperature profile: 94°C for 50 seconds, 57°C for 50 seconds and 74°C for 2 minutes. From left to right 0X174 cut with HaelH; PCR products of tester (placenta and lambda DNA cut with Nspl and ligated to Nspl adaptor); PCR products of the components from nuclease SI treatment of the material after first, second and third round reassociation; X ONA, cut with Nspl.
*To whom correspondence should be addressed sites for PCR amplification; (ii) decreasing the adaptor ligation to single-step instead of multiple steps described by Lisitsyn et al. (3) and (hi) avoiding the repeated procedure to lower the complexity of the genomes with PCR amplicon (3).
By using this protocol, several fragments deleted in EC 109 (human esophageal cancer cell line) but present in placenta genome were obtained (data submitted but not shown). These indicate that nuclease SI digestion and PCR enrichment method is a simplified alternative to enrich DNA probes for differential sequences from two complex genomes.
